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Often the best repeater sites are located on remote 
mountain peaks where it is cost-prohibitive to 
provide commercial power. Typically, solar is the 

preferred alternative at these locations. The purpose of 
this article is to review solar cell technology, describe 
some recent advances, and introduce the methods and 
calculations used to design solar power systems for com-
munications sites.

History of the photovoltaic cell. A solar cell is more 
accurately a photovoltaic cell. Certain materials exhibit 
the photovoltaic effect, which occurs when light releases 
electrons from their atoms, causing them to flow in one 
direction through the material. In essence, a photovoltaic 
cell is a direct current (DC) source that functions similarly 
to a semiconductor diode. The photovoltaic effect first was 
discovered in 1839 by French physicist A.E. Becquerel, but 
the first solar cell was not built until 1883, when Charles 
Fritts fabricated a selenium cell with a thin layer of gold 
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to create terminals. Photovoltaic 
cells did not become practical until 
1954, when scientists at Bell Labs 
accidentally discovered that silicon 
doped with certain impurities was 
very sensitive to light. Vanguard I 
was the first satellite to employ solar 
cells when it was launched in 1958.

The physics of photovoltaic cells 
and recent advances. The voltage 
from a solar cell depends on the semi-
conductor material. More than 90% of 
the solar cells sold commercially are 
silicon-based, and the open circuit 
cell voltage in this case is 0.5 volts. 
Voltage is only weakly dependent on 
light intensity, but current increases 
with higher radiation. A 100 cm2 
silicon cell radiated by 1 kw/m2 will 
produce about 2 amps. Most silicon 
cells are approximately 10 cm2, with  
15 cm 2 cel ls being introduced 
recently. Cells employ a transpar-
ent anti-reflection film that protects 
the cell and reduces losses due to 



factors in other elements such as short winter days, north-
ern latitudes, indirect exposure and cloud cover, it is not 
uncommon for an array to require tens of square meters 
for every kilowatt of site load.

Most of the calculations required to design the solar array 
are within the capability of the radio technician or engineer, 
with the exception of the solar radiation, which has units of 
kwh/m2/day. Solar radiation is a complicated function of 
latitude, time of year, terrain and climate. Fortunately, the 
NREL provides a free, Web-based calculator that calculates 
average solar radiation per month for any location in the 
United States. (See www.pvwatts.org.) As one would expect, 
solar radiation is greatest in the desert southwest in sum-
mer and least at northern latitudes in winter, with Alaska 

reflection. Photovoltaic cells work 
best at lower temperatures. Capac-
ity degrades at a rate of roughly 0.5% 
per degree Celsius for crystalline  
silicon cells. 

Recent research conducted at 
the National Renewable Energy Lab 
(NREL) in Golden, Colo., and at other 
university and corporate laborato-
ries, is focused on organics, thin-film 
technology and multi-junction con-
centrators. Organic cells employ 
polymers similar to plastics. Organics 
exhibit poor efficiency but have the 
advantage of low cost and the ability 
to print the material onto surfaces like 
ink on paper. Thin-film technologies 
are lightweight and flexible, and have 
moderate efficiency. A concentrat-
ing photovoltaic system uses a large 
area of lenses or mirrors to focus sun-
light onto a small area of photovoltaic 
cells. Needless to say, such systems 
are prohibitively expensive, but some 
have achieved efficiencies of about 
40%, significantly better than the 
other options. (See Table 1). 

Designing solar arrays for remote 
sites. The main purpose of the solar 
array is to provide enough kilowatt-
hours of energy over the worst-case 
24-hour period to charge the bat-
teries that provide the real power 
for the site. The solar array essen-
tially is a battery-charging system. 
The required size of the solar array 
(in square meters) depends on the 
power requirements of the site, solar-
cell efficiency, site latitude, climate, 
orientation of the array, ambient 
temperatures and any shadowing 
caused by local vegetation, terrain 
or manmade obstructions.

Solar cells are surprisingly inef-
ficient. With direct exposure, the 
sun radiates 1 kw per square meter, 
but the best practical solar cells are 
less than 20% efficient. When one 
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technology Class Specific technology efficiency

multijunction concentrators three-junction, two-terminal 
monolithic

40.8%

crystalline silicon cells single crystal 25.0%

thin Film technology cu(in, ga)se2 19.9%

organics Plextronics semiconductive  
polymer

5.4%

source:  nrel

table 1 Photovoltaic cell state oF the art (2008)

table 2 nrel PvWatts calculator

source:  nrel
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being especially poor in the winter. 
Figure 1 shows the annual average 
solar radiation for the United States. 
This figure is a bit misleading for the 
system designer because solar-array 
design is controlled by the worst-case 
winter day, not the annual average. 
Solar cells practically are worthless 
in the winter in northern Alaska, 
where the sun does not rise for six 
months. Fortunately, the NREL cal-
culator computes the average solar 
radiation by month, not just year. A 
sample output for Denver is shown 
in Table 2.

Design example. Let’s consider a 
small station near Denver that has 
an average power requirement of  
400 watts. The sun follows a diur-
nal cycle, i.e., we have to store 
enough energy during daylight 
hours to last through the night. 
The energy-storage requirement is  
400 watts x 24 hours, or 9.6 kwh. 
Solar arrays come in standard sizes; 
for the purpose of this exercise, 
let’s start with a 4 kw array. From  
Table 2, we see that the worst-
case month in Denver is November 
and that the average energy pro-

figure 1
annual average solar resource data are shown for a tilt-latitude collector. 

annual average Direct normal  
solar resource maP (kWh/m2/Day)

source: nrel

vided per day in that month is  
403/30 = 13.4 kwh. Table 2 gives 
mean values, but the NREL says 
monthly totals can vary by as much 
as 30% from the mean. Daily val-
ues will vary even more, but daily 
values were not readily available. 
Fortunately, the NREL also pub-
lishes minimum, maximum and 
standard-deviation values. The min-
imum value for November is 15% 
lower than the average, which hap-
pens to be 2.5 standard deviations. 
If we assume a normal distribution,  
2.5 standard deviations correspond 
to a 99.4% system availabil ity. 
However, the annual system avail-
abi l it y is g reater,  because we 
are designing for the worst-case 

kwh/m2/day
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month. I f  we de-rate by 15% , 
we get 11.4 kwh, which is suffi-
cient to meet our requirement of  
9.6 kwh (400 watts average power). 

A s su m i ng  a n  ef f ic ienc y  of 
14%, our 4 kw array will occupy 
28.6 square meters, the size of a 
large family room. As a practi-
cal matter, such an array typically 
is constructed from 20 smaller  
(200  watt) arrays. Pricing for a com-
plete 4 kw system with inverter is 
about $18,500.

The previous exercise is a bit 
crude. A more sophisticated design 
would be based on the worst-case 
run of cloudy winter days. In other 
words, the system may be called 
upon to store enough energy for mul-
tiple consecutive days, not just one. 

Installation checklist. To achieve 
optimal performance, it is impor-

tant to adhere to a few important 
guidelines. Most solar arrays are 
f ixed instal lat ions and should 
therefore be designed to point 
directly at the sun at noon on win-
ter days. Thus, the array should 
point due south for sites in the 
northern hemisphere. The winter 
rule of thumb for tilt angle rela-
tive to the horizontal is to multiply 
the site latitude by 0.9 and add 30 
degrees. If the panels are accessi-
ble year round and have adjustable 
tilt, one can squeeze some addi-
tional energy out of the system by 
adjusting the tilt seasonally. This 
might be desirable, for example, if 
the system runs an air conditioner 
in summer and the summer load 
taxes the system more heavily than 
winter, despite the greater average 
radiation in summer.

It also is important to eliminate 
all shadowing of the solar cells. 
Shadowing of even a small area can 
affect the entire array, because the 
cells are connected in series and one 
shadowed cell can choke off current 
for an entire row of cells.

Finally, the solar array should have 
good ventilation to minimize cell tem-
perature. Solar cell output decreases 
with increasing temperature.  n
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